IT'S LOVE OR NOT

Words & Music by Ronny Whyte

Funky Groove

I've given you the chance to fall in love with me—
That's a pretty good deal, as far as I can see. But
you don't seem to get it, so I'll put you on the spot—
Here's the proposition: It's Love, or NOT!

Followed you to France, to Singapore and Greece
Hoping for a chance to get a little peace and quiet, but I found, you won't give me a shot.

Here's the requisition: IT'S LOVE... or
It's Love... or Not - 2

It would be nice if we could put this game on ice. I could be truer than true.

If you'd just ask me to! Our thing has had its ins and outs, we've been around the block. I'll put this to you gently so it won't come as a shock.

The climates been extremely cold but still I'm hot to trot!

Here's the late edition. IT'S LOVE... or NOT! It's up to you. Here's the interrogation:

IT'S LOVE... or NOT! Don't lead me on - My ultimate condition: IT'S LOVE OR NOT!